
main topics

 Game Theory

 Object Oriented Programming Principles

 Java Fundamentals

 Game Design

 Greedy Pathfinding Algorithms

with Java

What makes a game fun and addicting? Why can some games hold your attention for 
hundreds of hours, while others end up gathering virtual dust? 

Our Game Development with Java camp covers Level 5 of our innovative curriculum 
in a fast-paced 2-week immersive. In this bootcamp, students look at the tenants 
and industry-standardized practices that have propelled such games as Minecraft, 
Runescape, and Puzzle Pirates to huge success. They will then design their own game 
based on these tenants, blending their own creativity and background to create a 
captivating gaming experience. At every step along the way, students will learn best 
practices widely used by professionals at companies like Twitter, Amazon, and Google.
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projects

  Designing a game that engages players 
through operant conditioning

 Building a game of tic-tac-toe

 Building a game of Connect4

 Building an object-oriented calculator

 Writing a greedy pathfinding algorithm

 Building a platforming game

Game Development

AGES 13-17  |  2 WEEKS | Monday - Friday: 10-4
Location 
Washington D.C. - NYCDA Campus

Sessions 
July 10 - 21  |  July 24 - August 4

$1499  |  Snacks Provided



Game Development with Java
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Location:  Washington D.C. - NYCDA Campus

camp overview

Week 1

Game Design 
 
 
 
 
Java 
Fundamentals

 
 
 
Week 2

Graphics

 
 
Final Project

 
 
 
Final Project Presentations

Students learn what makes a 
game fun and how to design 
their own engaging game.

Students learn the foundations 
of programming in Java and 
how it can be used to build 
video games.

Students learn how to 
implement graphics in Java to 
create interactive games and 
applications.

Students design and develop 
a game with graphics around 
their interests using Java.

Contact Us
camps@generationcode.com

(866) 407-2345

daily schedule

10:00 AM   |    Intro + Kickstart Activity

10:30 AM   |    Explain and Explore

11:00 AM    |    Engagement Activity

12:00 PM   |    Lunch

01:00 PM   |   Project Time

02:00 PM   |   Paired Programming +  
             Presentations

03:00 PM   |   Wrap-Up Activity

04:00 PM   |    Dismissal

NYCDA DC Campus 
1133 15th St NW, Suite #200 
Washington, DC 20005

M-F 10:00 am - 04:00 pm 
Expert teachers and coders will support 
your child throughout his or her GC camp 
experience. 

What to bring: Lunch (unrefrigerated) 
and a laptop with charger


